Allometric hemodynamic analysis of isolated systolic hypertension and aging.
Isolated systolic hypertension (ISH) is prevalent in the elderly and the contributing factors are predominantly vascular in origin. We previously showed that the hemodynamic manifestation of ISH is the result of a concurrently mild increase in peripheral resistance with a large reduction in arterial compliance or greatly increased vascular stiffness. Such elastic mismatching can lead to increased wave reflections. Therefore, we hypothesize that significantly increased pulse wave reflections associated with a drastically reduced arterial compliance beyond normal aging is a principle contributing factor to the production of ISH. To investigate this, we developed a new allometric hemodynamic model that can account for the arterial compliance and peripheral resistance changes during the progression of aging. This model also affords the time domain analysis of forward and reflected waves during aging and ISH. Results show that a further and much greater reduction in arterial compliance beyond normal aging is necessary to produce ISH. Comparison of ISH with normal aging at 60-year old showed that in ISH the amount of wave reflections is much more pronounced, with a greater amplitude and earlier arrival in systole. The increased wave reflections in ISH further amplify the cyclic stress on the already stiffened blood vessels. Therefore, therapies to treat ISH patients need to focus on reducing pulse wave reflections as well as on improving large vessel compliance.